
When Serious Diseases Simply Disappear  

Spontaneous healing in patients suffering from serious
illnesses is often a result of a radical change in worldview. By
creating mental, emotional & spiritual fields of love &
kindness, we provide a healthy energetic ecosystem in which
our bodies regenerate.  

Read more

How Rajeshwari Fought Physical Disability and
Manifested a Life Partner Through Strong Intention
and Meditation

Through the power of her will and resolute intention,
Rajeshwari overcame the negative imprints she had carried
since childhood, learned to overcome, step-by-step, several
limitations imposed by her physical disability, and manifested
a loving & supporting life partner.  

Read more

Learn Ho’oponopono — The Hawaiian Self-Healing
Method 

Ho’oponopono is an ancient Hawaiian spiritual practice &
healing method. It restores harmony in one’s relationship with
self, others & the world at large. This four-step process is
based on simple & powerful affirmations. Use it to heal
yourself and heal others.  

Read more

Illness occurs when your body, mind and consciousness are out of harmony. Yet you

possess an amazing power to overcome even the most serious disease by cultivating a

personal energy �eld of love & compassion. Even more astonishingly, by healing yourself,

you can help others heal, too. 

Wisdom from Brahmarshi Patriji

Change Thoughts to Change the World ~ Patriji  

The whole world is psychosomatic — it begins with the mind and ends with the body. All the
physical conditions are because of the mental conditions; all the physical realities are

because of the mental realities. If you want to change the physical reality change the mental
reality — change the thought.
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